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Introduction

Calprotectin is a calcium and zinc-binding protein formed by a heteromeric complex of two subunits, S100A8 and S100A9. Conformation and oligomerisation state of S100A8/A9 is driven by their calcium and zinc-binding properties, which leads to the formation of the physiologically active heterooligomer [1, 2]. It is derived from human neutrophils and monocytes and represents around 60% of soluble cytosol proteins in human neutrophil granulocytes [3]. Calprotectin was previously known as MRP8/MRP14, cystic fibrosis-associated antigen, calgranulin and S100, and it has been classically considered a defence protein at the epithelial surface level due to its antimicrobial activity depriving microorganisms of transition metals [4, 5]. In addition, it has been associated with antiproliferative and immunomodulatory effects [6–9].

Although calprotectin can be detected and measured in several biological samples such as plasma, urine, saliva, synovial fluid and colonic biopsies, the most extended determinations are carried out in faeces [10, 11]. In fact, calprotectin is considered a surrogate marker of neutrophil turn-over and its levels have been found to be elevated in several inflammatory states, once identified [10].

In the field of Gastroenterology, faecal calprotectin (FCAL) has gained much attention due to its increase in organic gastrointestinal conditions, mainly in inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), which comprises Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). Its clinical utility as a non-invasive biomarker of inflammation in IBD has been evaluated particularly in the last 15 years and FCAL currently is incorporated as a routine test for IBD diagnosing and monitoring in clinical laboratories, with several commercial tests being available [12–14].

This review is aimed at describing the most recent evidence about the utility of FCAL in several aspects of IBD, including diagnosis, assessment of disease activity and mucosal healing, response to therapy, and capacity to predict relapse and postoperative recurrence. These aspects are viewed with a special focus on systematic...
reviews with meta-analyses carried out for each purpose (Table 1). In addition, we review the differences between the several FCAL assays available in clinical practice, as this is one of the main hurdles for its clinical implementation. Finally, current limitations of FCAL in clinical settings and other alternative biomarkers are discussed.

**Utility of measuring FCAL when IBD is suspected**

FCAL is considered a useful marker for IBD diagnosis, especially in screening patients with digestive symptoms that would be submitted for endoscopic assessment. It should be noted that FCAL levels do not allow differentiation between CD and UC [27], and elevated concentrations causing false positive values could be found in several conditions including infections, gastric or colorectal cancer, intestinal lymphoma, eosinophilic colitis or autoimmune enteropathy [28] (see also Section “Current limitations in FCAL routine clinical use” of this review).

The first meta-analysis that evaluated pooled diagnostic precision of FCAL for IBD was published in 2007 [15]. The authors reported an area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUROC) of 0.95 for an IBD diagnosis when compared to healthy controls, with better accuracy at a cut-off level of 100 vs. 50 μg/g. However, a subsequent meta-analysis with the same focus determined that the optimal cut-off point for an IBD diagnosis was 50 μg/g, which is currently the widely accepted cut-off level to identify patients who are most likely to need endoscopy. This invasive procedure can be safely avoided when FCAL values are below this threshold because the vast majority of patients will not have IBD, even though a delayed diagnosis, due to a false negative result, will occur in 6%–8%.

**Table 1:** Meta-analyses about faecal calprotectin performance in inflammatory bowel diseases included in this review; ordered according to when they were cited in the document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-analyses</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Clinical setting</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Cut-off, μg/g</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IBD</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Roon et al. [15]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD (adults and children)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.89 (0.86–0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Rheenen et al. [16]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in adults</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>24–150</td>
<td>0.93 (0.85–0.97)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.79–0.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menees et al. [17]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in adults</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>238* NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopylov et al. [18]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Diagnosis of small bowel CD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.83 (0.73–0.90)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.36–0.71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Rheenen et al. [16]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in children</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>32–100</td>
<td>0.92 (0.84–0.96)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.62–0.86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson et al. [19]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in children</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.98 (0.95–1.00)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.50–0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraeuwe et al. [20]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in children</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>50–160</td>
<td>0.97 (0.92–0.99)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.59–0.79)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holtman et al. [21]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Diagnosis of IBD in children</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>0.99 (0.92–1.00)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.54–0.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. [22]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Evaluation of disease activity</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.80 (0.76–0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosli et al. [23]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Evaluation of disease activity</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2102</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>0.88 (0.84–0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao et al. [24]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Prediction of relapse</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>50–340</td>
<td>0.78 (0.72–0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiu et al. [25]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Post-operative endoscopic recurrence</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>100–283</td>
<td>0.82 (0.73–0.89)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.51–0.71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tham et al. [26]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Post-operative endoscopic recurrence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.70 (0.59–0.81)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.61–0.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pooled sensitivity and specificity were reported for those meta-analyses with a range of cut-off values. n, number of studies employed in calculation of FCAL performance; IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases; UC, ulcerative colitis; CD, Crohn’s disease; NS, not specified; * , it also included 259 patients with irritable bowel syndrome as controls.
of patients [16]. An even lower FCAL cut-off concentration of 40 μg/g resulted in a very low false negative rate (≤1%) according to the meta-analysis subsequently performed by Menees et al. [17].

In the particular setting of CD restricted to the small bowel, FCAL performed well compared to capsule endoscopy. A meta-analysis which compared both techniques showed that FCAL still had a significant diagnostic accuracy for the detection of this particular location of CD [18]. The common 50 μg/g cut-off displayed an acceptable sensitivity (0.83) which was lower compared to values described for overall IBD (normally above 0.95), although a low specificity was reported (0.53), overall providing a negative predictive value (NPV) of 92%.

The utility of FCAL to diagnose IBD in paediatric populations was initially a matter of controversy due to the higher concentrations that were found in healthy infants compared to older children and adults [29–31]. As a result, the capacity of FCAL to exclude IBD was lower in children compared to adults (pooled specificity of 0.76 vs. 0.96, respectively) [16]. However, subsequent studies demonstrated that FCAL can be a helpful tool for this purpose in the paediatric population. One of the first meta-analysis about this issue showed that FCAL had a high sensitivity (0.98) but modest specificity (0.68) for the diagnosis of IBD in childhood [19]. Similar results were obtained in a second meta-analysis that estimated a pooled sensitivity for FCAL of 0.97, while only 2% false negative results were obtained when using the 50 μg/g cut-off concentration in the patient-level pooled analysis [20].

More recently, a meta-analysis including children with suspected IBD showed that FCAL is useful in identifying children at low risk (pooled sensitivity of 0.99) while increased C-reactive protein (CRP) or albumin are more useful to detect children at high risk [21]. Therefore, a low concentration of FCAL had relevant value in avoiding endoscopy also in low risk paediatric patients. Moreover, when added to a basic prediction model based on symptoms only, FCAL was the laboratory marker that achieved a greater increase in the AUROC for paediatric IBD diagnosis in comparison to CRP, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), platelets, haemoglobin and albumin [32]. The study, which included 1120 patients, also showed that FCAL increased and decreased, more than other biomarkers, the percentages of patients correctly and incorrectly classified at low risk of IBD, respectively.

FCAL performance to avoid unnecessary endoscopies and saving healthcare-related costs when IBD is suspected, was also identified in the meta-analysis by Van Rheeon et al. [16]. The use of FCAL for IBD screening is cost-effective when the pre-test probability is ≤75% for adults and ≤65% for children [33]. The savings reported in this study were greater and the number of patients with delayed diagnosis lower for adults compared to children. In relation to cut-off values, 50 μg/g provided a better diagnostic accuracy, without substantially increasing costs, compared to 100 μg/g [33], although other authors found greater savings by using the latest cut-off point [34].

The use of FCAL was also found to be cost effective when distinguishing IBD from irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) in adults, and IBD from non-IBD in children in an economic modelling study, due to the high NPV of FCAL [35]. This includes the fact that a negative result rules out IBD in most cases, thereby sparing most people from having to undertake invasive and more expense investigations, such as a colonoscopy.

Utility of FCAL to monitor disease activity in IBD

The accuracy of FCAL to monitor IBD patients after being diagnosed as a surrogate biomarker for clinical, endoscopic and histological activity has been widely evaluated [36]. An early meta-analysis on this topic by Lin et al. included 13 prospective studies evaluating the accuracy of FCAL for differentiating between patients with active IBD and those in remission, using endoscopy as a reference standard. FCAL exhibited an AUROC value of 0.89 in distinguishing between active and inactive IBD, being slightly higher for UC than for CD. A cut-off value of 250 μg/g was proposed, having the highest specificity (0.82) together with an acceptable sensitivity (0.80) to define endoscopic disease activity [22]. A later and larger meta-analysis compared three non-invasive biomarkers (CRP, FCAL and faecal lactoferrin) with endoscopic activity as the gold standard; FCAL exhibited the highest combined values of pooled sensitivity and specificity (0.88 and 0.73, respectively) [23].

Subsequent studies analysing FCAL as a surrogate marker of IBD activity were in agreement with the findings of these two meta-analyses. However, the previous results do not eliminate the prognostic value of patient’s symptoms to estimate the endoscopic activity of IBD, and despite FCAL being a better surrogate marker of endoscopic inflammatory activity than CRP and patient-reported outcomes (PRO), a combination of PRO and FCAL has resulted in increased AUROC compared to FCAL alone [37].

Even when endoscopy suggests mucosal healing, evidence of histologic activity in colonic mucosal biopsies
IBD was first analysed by Tibble et al. in 2000 [48]. Patient in clinical remission could anticipate a relapse in whether detection of elevated FCAL concentrations in a marker of histologic relapse for both CD and UC, and it has also been shown that FCAL is a reliable marker in patients with UC (the AUROC being 0.755) when this was more strictly defined [42]. Similar results were found in another study defining histologic activity based on epithelial neutrophils, as FCAL displayed an AUROC value of 0.754 to identify histologic inflammation in patients with UC in clinical and endoscopic remission [43]. Likewise, FCAL values were useful in identifying patients with UC who had endoscopic and histologic features of mucosal healing, showing a high NPV, and its elevations also correlating with endoscopic and histologic inflammatory activity [44].

In children with IBD, FCAL levels were also significantly higher among patients with endoscopically active diseases compared to those in endoscopic remission [45], and it has also been shown that FCAL is a reliable marker of histologic relapse for both CD and UC, 275 μg/g being the optimal cut-off point for overall IBD, but higher (462 μg/g) for CD [46]. FCAL was found as the most accurate tool (with sensitivity of 0.94, specificity of 0.64 and NPV of 87%) to detect the presence of active mucosal inflammation in paediatric IBD when compared to clinical scores, CRP and ESR [47].

Utility of FCAL in predicting remission and anticipating relapse of IBD

Whether detection of elevated FCAL concentrations in a patient in clinical remission could anticipate a relapse in IBD was first analysed by Tibble et al. in 2000 [48]. Publications dealing with this issue up to the year 2012 were summarised in a meta-analysis of six prospective studies [24]. Remission and relapse criteria were based exclusively on clinical activity indexes and FCAL was measured during the clinical remission phase to predict disease relapse during the following year of prospective follow-up. Pooled sensitivity and specificity of FCAL levels to predict clinical relapse were 0.78 and 0.73, respectively, with similar predictive capacities for CD and UC. The suboptimal predictive capacity of FCAL in this setting can be related to the well-known lack of correlation between symptom scores in traditional clinical activity indexes and endoscopic activity in IBD [49].

Subsequent studies integrated both symptomatic and endoscopic remission as the reference standard with which to compare FCAL levels. A prospective study carried out in patients with UC in clinical and endoscopic remission assessed the ability of FCAL to predict relapse in 3- and 12-month periods, rigorously defined as the presence of blood in stools and a Mayo endoscopic subscore equal or higher to 1 with histologic confirmation [50]. The ability to predict recurrence over 3 months after FCAL measurement increased with growing values of this faecal biomarker, but its accuracy was, overall, low as a cut-off level of 250 μg/g had a global accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and NPV of 0.78, 0.45, 0.85 and 0.88, respectively. Similar results (good specificity and NPV, but low sensitivity) were later described in a subsequent study where baseline FCAL level above 321 μg/g predicted disease relapse at both the 6- and 12-month follow-up points in remission patients with UC [42]. Likewise, in IBD patients with mucosal healing, sustained low values of FCAL (below 56 μg/g) were found to predict absence of relapse during a median follow-up of 11 months, with a sensitivity of 0.64, a specificity of 1.00, an NPV of 100%, and a positive predictive value of 20% [51].

A systematic review that retrieved six studies regarding the utility of measuring FCAL asymptomatic patients with IBD to predict disease exacerbation at an early stage, found that subjects with repeated FCAL concentration above the upper limit of the normal range had a 53%–83% probability of developing disease relapse within the next 2–3 months, while those with repeated normal FCAL values had a 67%–94% probability of remaining in remission during the same period [52]. Because of the limited number of studies included in this systematic review, the different FCAL assays and the variations in normal FCAL concentration ranges used, the authors were not able to derive an optimal cut-off point. In agreement with this study, monitoring of FCAL levels every 3 months was suggested as a useful tool to predict clinical relapse in IBD by Zhulina et al. [53].
Utility of FCAL to predict response to anti-TNFα therapy

After being demonstrated as a reliable indicator of activity and severity in IBD, and also in predicting its clinical course, several studies later evaluated the potential of FCAL in anticipating response to therapy. The value of FCAL to predict response to anti-TNFα therapy was assessed in several papers after initial research in a series of UC patients with high levels of FCAL who underwent an emergency colectomy due to failure to respond to medical therapy with corticosteroids or infliximab (IFX) [58]. However, the potential utility of FCAL for other first line IBD therapies has been poorly evaluated.

One of the first studies on this topic showed a rapid decrease in FCAL levels, during induction with IFX, in patients with UC who responded to therapy and among whom FCAL measurement at week 10 correlated with endoscopic remission, with an AUROC of 0.91 [59]. A subsequent study in UC that measured FCAL every 4 weeks during maintenance therapy with IFX, observed that all patients with sustained deep remission after 1-year follow-up had permanent FCAL levels below 40 µg/g [60]. In the same study, elevated FCAL levels during anti-TNFα therapy were also useful to predict a clinical flare up, as these patients already had significantly higher FCAL levels 3 months before the flare up. In fact, two consecutive FCAL measurements above 300 µg/g within 1-month interval were identified as the best predictors of flare ups (sensitivity of 0.62 and specificity of 1.00) during maintenance therapy with IFX in UC.

In patients with CD treated with anti-TNFα drugs, FCAL was also more reliable than CRP and clinical indexes in predicting endoscopic remission (sensitivity of 0.84 and specificity of 0.74) [61]. For IBD patients overall under anti-TNFα treatment, a normal FCAL after induction predicted sustained clinical remission in the majority (84%), and a cut-off level of 139 µg/g had a sensitivity of 0.72 and a specificity of 0.80 in predicting clinically active disease after 1 year [62]. Similar findings were reported in a prospective Spanish study, as FCAL below 130 µg/g was the optimal cut-off level to predict remission (sensitivity of 1.00, specificity of 0.80 and NPV of 100%), while FCAL higher than 300 µg/g predicted relapse over the following 4 months [63].

The predictive capacity of FCAL in anticipating IBD recurrence after stopping anti-TNF alpha drugs has also been evaluated. High FCAL concentrations were associated in several studies with an increased risk of relapse after anti-TNF drug withdrawal. The STORI trial found that a FCAL concentration above 300 µg/g constituted an independent risk factor for relapse after IFX discontinuation in patients with CD [64]; a prospective multicentre Finish study detected that FCAL levels increased significantly at 2, 4 and 6 months before endoscopic relapse, while constantly normal FCAL concentrations during follow-up had a high prediction for clinical and endoscopic remission [65]. In a large cohort from the UK, increased FCAL levels over 50 µg/g at the moment of drug withdrawal was an independent predictor – aside from patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics – for CD relapse within the following 2 years, with a hazard ratio of 2.95 (1.22–7.12) [66]. In contrast, Bortlik et al. did not find an association between low FCAL levels and maintenance of remission in Czech patients with CD after anti-TNFα discontinuation using a multivariate model [67].

FCAL to detect postoperative endoscopic recurrence in CD

Half of patients with CD will require a resection of the affected bowel segment, most commonly, an ileocolic resection, within 10 years post diagnosis. This figure may increase up to 80% over the course of their lives [68]. However, surgery does not cure CD and recurrence of mucosal inflammation is observed endoscopically in 70%–90% of adult patients within a year of surgery, despite only one third of them presenting with
symptoms [69]. Therefore, regular monitoring to check for endoscopic recurrence and disease progression after ileocolonic resection is required in postoperative CD patients [70].

An early meta-analysis by Qiu et al. to evaluate the utility of FCAL in detecting suspected postoperative recurrence of CD in 391 patients who underwent a previous resection, provided a sensitivity of 0.82 and a specificity of 0.61 when compared to endoscopic scores. When FCAL was used to exclusively detect a symptomatic relapse, diagnostic performance was lower, with sensitivity and specificity of 0.59 and 0.88, respectively, although the number of patients considered were smaller (n = 183) [25].

A prospective clinical trial found a direct correlation between FCAL concentrations and the presence and severity of CD endoscopic recurrence after surgery, with FCAL levels greater than 100 μg/g showing a sensitivity of 0.89, a specificity of 0.58 and an NPV of 91% for a Rutgeerts score equal to or higher than i2 [71].

A more recently published meta-analysis pooling data from nine studies (four already included in that by Qiu) identified 150 μg/g as the best cut-off point (based on its higher AUROC compared to 50, 100 and 200 μg/g) when using FCAL as a surrogate marker of postoperative endoscopic recurrence in CD patients [26]. Two studies that were not included in this latest meta-analysis, due to being performed in a paediatric population and published afterwards, similarly reported low values of specificity and different optimal cut-off values. The optimal cut-off point in detecting endoscopic recurrence in paediatric CD patients was 139 μg/g, which provided a sensitivity of 0.73, a specificity of 0.64, and an NPV of 70% [72]. The most recent study on this topic estimated an optimal cut-off point of 62 μg/g, with FCAL showing a sensitivity of 0.86, a specificity of 0.46, and an NPV of only 71%, which were not better than CRP or a score of symptoms [73].

**Differences in FCAL measurement by different assays**

The most commonly employed method for FCAL measurement has been enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). Other methods have been introduced into the clinical laboratory market in the last 10 years, mainly point-of-care tests (POCTs) based on rapid immunochromatographic methods and fully automated immunoassays.

Rapid POCTs were developed to overcome the limitations of ELISAs since the latter require an analytical turnaround time of several hours and can only be performed when a high number of samples is available to be run in the same batch in order to reduce costs. The first POCT was launched in 2008 and it estimated FCAL levels in a semi-quantitative way, which hampered its performance [74, 75]. A few years later, a new quantitative immunochromatographic assay was developed (Quantum Blue by Büllhmann Laboratories) and several studies investigated its concordance with other commercially available ELISAs [76–80]. Agreement was reported as good, with concordance rates between 85% and 92.7%. However, it should be noted that different cut-off points were used in each study for diagnostic purposes and in two of them the thresholds used for the POCT were different to those used in the ELISA [78, 80]. Equivalent values of sensitivity and specificity were also reported when this POCT was compared to an automated immunoassay (EliA Calprotectin from Thermo Fisher Scientific), although relevant differences were described for the two extraction devices used for FCAL [81]. Two studies from the same group revealed that the FCAL POCT had a good correlation with ELISA concentrations and constituted an accurate surrogate marker of endoscopic remission in patients with both CD and UC [82, 83].

Fully automated FCAL immunoassays have been developed to solve the aforementioned ELISA limitations while providing higher accuracy and precision, due to reduced manual handling of samples. However, it is necessary to optimise the thresholds suggested by the manufacturers and to define the most precise cut-off points for these new methods [84, 85].

Several studies have compared the diverse types of commercially available FCAL assays. Overall, similar analytical and diagnostic performances were found to differentiate IBD from other functional bowel disorders, but important quantitative differences in FCAL levels were described among those assays [86–89]. In one of them, the reported differences in clinical performance among assays were higher for follow-up than for diagnosis of patients with IBD [88]. Furthermore, optimal cut-off points for detecting IBD activity were higher than those in adults and differed by hundreds of μg/g among manufacturers in the paediatric population [90]. In agreement with these results, a study from the UK National External Quality Assessment Service revealed up to a 3.8-fold difference between methods from different manufacturers [91], and even greater differences in specificity were observed among three ELISAs in a Danish study, with one of the assays showing a very low specificity (0.28) and a prominent high false positive rate (72%) [92].
Accordingly, direct comparison of absolute FCAL levels between different kits is inappropriate currently, mainly due to the variety of methods, the different extraction devices, different antibodies employed and their different source. Using a same test during the follow-up of a patient with IBD is highly advisable. Therefore, FCAL concentrations are not interchangeable among different assays, and the cut-off values may vary depending on the purpose for each particular test: diagnosis, monitoring or prediction of relapse.

**Current limitations in FCAL routine clinical use**

The first limitations described for FCAL as a non-invasive diagnostic marker of IBD were related to the presence of false positive results. High FCAL concentrations that are found in several non-IBD conditions is one explanation for the low specificity of FCAL compared to its relative high sensitivity.

Gastrointestinal processes identified as causing FCAL false positive results mainly include infectious diarrhoea [93], non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug use [94], colorectal cancer or adenomatous polyps [75], coeliac disease [95], bacterial acute gastroenteritis [96], microscopic colitis [97], juvenile polyps in children [98], eosinophilic or lymphocytic colitis [99] and intestinal lymphoma [100]. In addition, proteolysis, due to increased trypsin activity, is a confounding factor in the interpretation of FCAL levels that may produce false negative results [101].

Another issue that could limit FCAL usage is pregnancy as some initial studies, not published as full-papers, reported no correlation between FCAL and clinical activity scores [102], and low performance to predict relapse [103]. However, more recent works have showed that FCAL was not altered by the physiological changes of pregnancy [104, 105], and thus FCAL could be useful as a biomarker to monitor IBD activity during pregnancy [105, 106].

An increase in FCAL values with age was also reported, although the number of studies evaluating this issue is low. The first of them found higher FCAL levels for the 65–70 age group compared to the 50–64 age group [107]. A few years later, another study described higher FCAL concentration, in healthy populations, for adults aged 60 or more than those aged 10–59 years, resulting in a different upper limit for FCAL reference range (<51 μg/g for 10–59 years vs. <112 μg/g for ≥60 years) [108]. Likewise, a more recent study reported higher FCAL levels in patients aged 65 or more, which had an effect on cut-off values for IBD diagnosis, as they were 3 to 4 times higher – depending on the assay employed – than in the younger group and entailed lower sensibility for older patients [109].

Variability in FCAL levels in stool samples collected during a single day is another issue affecting its routine use in clinical practice: FCAL concentration increases the longer there is between bowel movements. So, stool samples obtained from the first bowel movement in the morning have been recommended as the best ones for measuring FCAL [110]. In contrast, another study reported no differences in FCAL levels between morning samples and those from different bowel movements on the same day [111]. Furthermore, a low variability was found across three stool samples obtained on consecutive days from patients with quiescent CD, with reliability to identify a case (defined as FCAL above 50 μg/g) being estimated as “moderately good” [112]. Therefore, it seems reasonable to prefer serial measurements of FCAL over single determinations to make clinical decisions. It has also been suggested that FCAL should be measured every 3 months when patients are within the target range, while frequency of determination should be increased to every month when FCAL values are within an uncertain (250–500 μg/g) or disease activity range (above 500 μg/g) [113, 114].

**Alternative faecal biomarkers to FCAL**

FCAL has gained popularity as a routine biomarker in IBD diagnosis, monitoring and management, but other faecal biomarkers have also been investigated. Despite alternative faecal biomarkers having provided a lower amount of evidence compared to FCAL, some of them have reported promising results, with a similar or even superior performance in assessing patients with IBD.

The most studied faecal biomarker after FCAL is lactoferrin (FLAC). Similar to calprotectin, it is a major constituent protein of neutrophil granules, which are released during inflammation. Parallel analysis of FLAC and FCAL has been carried out in multiple studies assessing several aspects of IBD, including diagnosis, disease activity, correlation with clinical, endoscopic and histological features, and predictive capacity, overall showing a similar performance, with sensitivity being generally lower and specificity slightly higher than for FCAL [115, 116].

The first meta-analysis summarising the ability of FLAC to distinguish an IBD diagnosis from IBS reported a sensitivity of 0.78 and a specificity of 0.94 [117]. A later meta-analysis which included a larger number of patients
and a varied group of controls (including healthy subjects, and patients with IBS and other gastrointestinal diseases) provided similar figures (sensitivity being 0.82 and specificity 0.95) for predicting an IBD diagnosis [118]. An additional meta-analysis comparing FLAC and FCAL in IBD diagnosis reported a lower performance for FLAC [17], while in assessing IBD activity FLAC provided lower sensitivity (0.82 vs. 0.88) and higher specificity (0.79 vs. 0.73) compared to FCAL [23]. Therefore, lower sensitivity and a shorter body of supporting evidence has resulted in FLAC being used less as a biomarker in clinical practice.

Calgranulin-C (also call S100A12A) is another protein released by granulocytes that has been proposed as a useful biomarker in IBD diagnosis. It was first reported in 2007 that faecal concentrations of S100A12 were significantly higher in IBD patients while mildly elevated in bacterial infections, but not in viral ones [119]. The utility of S100A12 has been mainly evaluated for FCAL diagnosis, when sensitivity was similar to FCAL, but specificity was higher, with repeated studies reporting rates above 0.90 [120]. Two recent studies that compared S100A12 with FCAL for IBD diagnosis showed the former to have the advantage, due to a higher specificity and better discriminatory capacity to exclude the disease [121, 122].

Faecal haemoglobin concentration measured by faecal immunochemical tests (FIT) has been proposed as an additional reliable and cheaper alternative to FCAL in evaluating mucosal healing in UC. FIT is currently used as a primary assay for colorectal cancer screening and thus its main advantage is a wide availability in user-friendly automated analysers. It has been demonstrated that FIT performs well in predicting mucosal healing exclusively in UC, even with greater sensitivity than FCAL [123]. A recent meta-analysis including 625 UC patients from seven studies (all but one from Asia) showed pooled sensitivity and specificity of 0.77 and 0.81, respectively [124]. Despite the promising initial findings, more evidence is required to implement FIT use in IBD routine management.

Finally, in a very detailed review on surrogate faecal biomarkers in IBD recently published by Di Ruscio et al., the performance of 17 faecal biomarkers – FCAL and FLAC were pointedly excluded due to the large number of studies leading with these proteins – are described for several IBD clinical aspects [125]. Apart from S100A12 and faecal haemoglobin, three novel markers display similar sensitivity and specificity figures to FCAL for IBD diagnosis, potentially representing non-invasive markers for IBD in the future: matrix metalloproteinase-9 [126], chitinase-3-like-1 [127], and neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin [128].

Conclusions

There is a large amount of evidence, summarised in several meta-analyses, to support the usefulness of FCAL in IBD assessment. Due to its high NPV, FCAL is widely used to exclude IBD in patients with clinical suspicion; its relatively high sensitivity in children and adults leads to further examinations being performed and greatly reduces the chance of a case of IBD being overlooked. Furthermore, FCAL allows relevant savings in health costs by reducing the number of endoscopies in patients with normal values. However, a lower specificity for FCAL in children could produce a higher rate of false positives compared to adults. False positive FCAL results are due mostly to organic disease conditions that would require an endoscopic examination anyway.

Four meta-analyses published in recent years support the use of FCAL as a surrogate marker for endoscopic activity and mucosal healing, both in disease monitoring during treatment and after ileocolonic resection in patients with CD, although its performance for the latter purpose was lower. High sensitivity values were reported for these clinical settings, but lower than those observed in IBD diagnosis. Sustained low FCAL values may be considered as indicators of endoscopic remission.

Elevated FCAL levels in patients with clinical remission could anticipate a future relapse, as assessed in several studies summarised in a further meta-analysis. However, FCAL was shown to have a more limited applicability for this purpose compared to others. There is general consensus that increased FCAL concentrations correlate with a higher risk of relapse, but sensibility, specificity and thresholds varied considerably among studies.

The lack of validation of cut-off values for different clinical settings is probably the main limitation of FCAL usage in clinical practice. Large quantitative differences described for the several commercially available assays are the main underlying reason, therefore patients should be evaluated by using the same FCAL assay during follow-up and further efforts are needed to standardise FCAL assays. In addition to the lack of interchangeability among commercial tests, the routine use of FCAL is also limited by false positive and false negative results, age-dependent reference values and intra-individual variability. Expert recommendations that support serial measurement of FCAL and avoid clinical decisions based exclusively on a single FCAL result have been provided.

Finally, several faecal markers constitute potential non-invasive predictors of inflammation in IBD patients. FLAC has been largely studied and compared to FCAL, with a slightly worse overall performance in terms of sensitivity.
S100A12 may be a promising biomarker as it has shown higher specificity for IBD diagnosis while FIT could be a cheaper and more extensively available alternative to assess mucosal healing in patients with UC. Although many other biomarkers have been proposed as useful in IBD management, FCAL, having as yet the largest body of evidence by far, is still the most widely used and supported.
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